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In Elden Ring, you are a lord that resides in the Lands Between, a
fantasy world where the gods rule supreme over the land. You lead the
armies of the Elden Ring, a guild that protects the peace and order of
the world, and your power reflects upon the might of the entire world.
In this role, you will meet diverse people, fight against them, take them
in, and befriend them. The fate of the entire world is in your hands. The
world is vast. BATTLE Battles are turn-based, and are your basic means
of battling. You move your character and take damage from any enemy
attacks. Unlike traditional turn-based games, attacks of higher power
will trigger active attacks after the turn is finished, and you will be able
to counter the attacks of enemies in your vicinity. RANGERS Rangers
are melee specialists with high physical prowess. They wear a
combination of a high-power defensive armor and a powerful weapon
for attack. They excel at straight-forward attacks that use their physical
strength. MAGE Mages are archers that use long-range attacks and high-
level magic attacks. They wear a combination of a thick defensive
armor and a powerful bow. Magic is a powerful form of combat for
them. WIZARD Wizards are spellcasters that control a tremendous
amount of magic. They wear a combination of a heavy defensive armor
and a long-range attack-type weapon. They use high-level magic in
battle. ITEMS AND ARMS There is a large variety of gear items and
weapons in this game. When you level up in the game, you can equip
gear items that offer various effects and modifications. CLASSES AND
SKILLS There are three character classes: the Fighter, the Mage, and
the Ranger. You also have various skills that can be mastered by using
in-game achievements and items. GAMEPLAY Fighter: A fighter's basic
role is to take out enemy fighters. The fighter is the most versatile
class, with power available to every class. The damage it deals reflects
its overall level. Fighters can use heavy armor and use high-level
weapons in battle to attack enemies using massive punches and heavy
sword strikes. Mage: The Mage class is the spellcasting class, and uses
high-level magic to attack enemies. It is the only class that does not
use gear items, and instead has only a short weapon and a long
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Features Key:
A vast world
Customize your character
An unlimited amount of leveling up
A moveable avatar
Freely combine weapons and accessories
A strong dungeon defense system
Optimized for mobile

Oh! And, there's more!

Development features:

World Fantasy
Rare Game: Too much fun for a single person alone
Voice Acting (English version here)
Translation (Japanese and English)
Postmortem on the long lines in the bus
Various other little useful details

Elden Ring will release on March 25, 2018 on both iOS and Android. I'll be
updating the site with some helpful tips and previews before it officially
releases.

Elden Ring is a collaboration between me and my boyfriend, and it's the first
time we've worked together on a game project. I hope you will look forward to
having fun with it!
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